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Abstract: With the growing need for software-driven devices in modern life, the pervasive necessity of
energy efficiency is also rising dramatically. Considering the importance of energy-efficient software in
the IT-sphere, many companies started to search and uncover ways for minimizing energy loss. We study
the software development process in terms of energy consumption. This depends on various factors that
have to be monitored continuously. In this paper, we propose the Innometrics framework for monitoring
the software development process and analyzing the profiles of energy consumption by user devices. The
motivating idea of the project is to provide crucial insights and to clarify which development activities
are the main drivers behind the energy consumption.

Keywords: datasets; software development; software architecture; power consumption; activities
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1. Introduction

Modern life is more and more digitized; the dependency of most human activities on information
technology is inescapable. The use of smartphones and wearable gadgets significantly expands the
domains of users. Based on the investigation of Baer et al. [1], studying the increase in the amount
of communication devices and electricity demand in the US, the researchers concluded that even a
large growth in the deployment and use of digital technologies will only modestly increase electricity
consumption. On the other hand, global resource consumption will exceed planetary supply by 2030,
according to the data from U.S. Energy Information Administration [2], as the consumption of energy has
increased by more than three times starting from 1980 until 2018. In absolute terms, the world consumed
about 23,000 billion kWh in 2017. These numbers show that the energy consumption issue is becoming
much more globalized.

If we look at the daily behavior of people—digital consumers—related to energy consumption, we
find lots of wasteful habits followed by several people, where they do not even think about it. For example,
there is a tendency of leaving the personal workstation or laptop running 24/7 even if it is necessary to
the job only for a fraction of time. A running computer, estimating a typical desktop workstation with
a 17-inch display, consumes about 65–100 watts and 35 watts of electricity/hour for the computer and
display, respectively. If the computer system is left on 24/7 for a year, it will consume 874 kilowatt-hours of
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electricity that is enough to release 341 kg of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, and can also be equated
to driving 1312 km in an average car [3].

Keeping in mind the importance of the above-mentioned problems, many organizations have started
to design their products in order to consume less energy not only in terms of financial costs, but also to
minimize the heat emission and support a green environment. The energy consumption analysis process
nowadays is becoming one of the major issues for any software development project. Namely, the analysis
of software development process can interpret the processes that require the power and other resources
the most and provide insights for their optimization. In order to analyze the process, its metrics should be
captured throughout the software development life cycle by measuring and collecting them.

This paper is concerned with collecting and analyzing some energy consumption metrics, and making
visible how the software development process include activities which are very expensive in terms of
energy consumed by the hardware infrastructure. The rationale behind this project is to guide the software
developers as well as management to get the general picture of the power consumption in their software
development activities. We also try to suggest some ways to minimize the power consumption in some
specific development activities.

1.1. The Outline of the Paper

The paper is organized into five sections and several subsections, where we address the general
topic of defining and calculating the energy consumption during a software development process which
happens using personal computers or laptops. In Section 2, we describe some related works. In Section 3,
we give some information about the types of data to be collected from developers and present our
approach for developing a framework and its detailed description of architecture. We discuss also the
common energy consumption metrics that can be gathered in different types of operating systems (OS),
the challenges in deriving these metrics, and the detailed information on how to measure the power
consumption knowing some hardware and software properties. Section 4 presents the methods and
experiments conducted during the development of the framework; in addition to the use case diagrams
of the main operations in the system, the structure of the back-end is introduced. Section 5 includes the
results derived while implementing the framework on our own project team, where we explain what
insights we get for sufficient minimization of power consumption. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper
and gives hints for future work following this project.

2. Related Work

According to the rising growth of smart computing technologies like Internet-of-Things, cloud
computing, machine learning, etc., energy saving is one of the main issues. Pinto et al. [4] argue that most
of the research that connects computing and energy efficiency has concentrated on the lower levels of the
hardware and software technological stacks. Nevertheless, these lower-level approaches do not capture
the whole picture in terms of energy consumption. Apparently software systems do not consume energy
themselves but affect hardware utilization, leading to indirect energy consumption. The authors of this
paper also reviewed the existing tools and techniques with the help of which the energy-efficient software
systems can be developed. They argue that the developers currently do not know the ways of developing
energy-efficient software systems, and the reason is the lack of knowledge and the lack of tools. Another
way for promoting and developing environmentally sustainable software is to build a two-level green
software model that covers the sustainable life cycle of a software product.

Mahmoud et al. [5] stated the hybrid software engineering process as a first-level model among
different types of software development processes (see Figure 1). It was designed based upon the
development processes of sequential, iterative, and agile methods. At the second level, the authors defined
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a set of existing software tools that provide runtime tracking of various metrics on energy efficiency.
By relating both categories to each other, they concluded that the first level concepts like the possibility
of changing requirements, early development tests before implementation, working of customers and
developers in collaboration, and refusal of long requirements documents lead to the green and sustainable
software engineering process. This work serves as a good example of the systematization of knowledge on
the topic of energy efficiency, but it lacks the practical implementation of the proposed theoretical concepts.

Figure 1. Physical view of the system described in [5].

Acar et al. [6] introduced a tool model for energy consumption estimation using CPU, memory,
and disk due to the execution of an application at run time. The tool that determines the parts of the
source code that consumes the power more helps to obtain less energy-consuming software with the
same functionalities. Our system operates with similar metrics to analyze energy efficiency, and the main
difference is that we consider both product and process aspects for optimization, whilst in this research
the focus is on product (code) optimization by introducing energy-efficient design patterns.

Jagroep et al. stated that the software is treated as a single entity which in terms fails in providing
detailed insight about energy consumption behavior [7]. In the paper, the researchers propose an energy
consumption perspective on software architecture to enable the analysis of architectural elements as the
main drivers behind energy consumption. As a result of applying commercial software and software
quality attribute sustainability, the potential of the energy-saving approach attains 67%.

Eastep et al. have created an open source runtime framework for profiling and optimizing energy
efficiency of high performance computing (HPC) systems [8]. The authors focused on adjusting the
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hardware components’ performance according to the discovered design patterns in an application. A
similar research on the runtime optimization of HPC applications was performed by Roberts et al. [9].
They developed the POSE model that allows developers to compare the potential benefits of power and
runtime optimization and determine which approach is most suitable for their code. While the importance
of the fine-tuning of system components based on the thorough analysis of software structure and runtime
behavior should not be underestimated in the context of energy efficiency, it is also important to optimize
the software development process itself, by observing the behavioral patterns of developers. This is the
primary focus of the given research.

Ivanov et al. [10] considered more detailed issues, like defining which information the developers
need to see in a dashboard and how developers want to use a dashboard with given information. In order
to derive useful information from the survey they conducted, they used the framework Goal Question
Metrics (GQM). The method of GQM applied to improving adaptive systems was also proposed by
Ergasheva et al. [11]. This approach was used because it allowed the authors to determine the strength
and weaknesses of the dashboard system in terms of the products quality.

Meanwhile, Bykov et al. proposed a new architecture for non-invasive software measurement systems
[12]. By using a novel approach, they ensure the data privacy and gave full control over the developer’s
own data.

3. Proposed Framework

If we look into the history of collecting data for actual software projects, it can be divided into two
generations: invasive and non-invasive. The invasive method of data collection is performed with the
close involvement of software developers. The main drawback of the invasive method is stated as the
overwhelming of the participants during the data collection with the activities like a direct log of the effort,
size, and defect data—which in turn burden the developers switching between tasks of development and
data collection. Instead, the non-invasive data collection method we are proposing aims at supporting
developers without requiring their direct involvement or any process optimization, and guaranteeing the
maintenance of the data privacy and configuration.

The framework we describe here, named InnoMetrics, is mainly focused on energy consumption
metric collection [13] and analysis, and on software development process improvement based on the
insights derived from the framework. InnoMetrics automatically collects some data throughout the
development process and for further analysis sends the data to a server periodically using a time
interval decided by the developer. It allows both the developers and the managers to be aware of
the software development process’s strengths and weaknesses; in particular, the data report about the
energy consumption of both the development process and the resulting software product. By virtue of the
data, its visualized representation concerning metric and analysis gives a clear vision of the overall process
in real time. The framework is flexible and can be configured depending on the size and collocation of
the company and the development team. For instance, it has been used for supporting Scrum-like agile
developments [14].

The main prerequisite for our non-invasive measurement system is to define the main power
consuming processes of the developers without distracting them from the main job. Nonetheless, the last
word is on the developers’ side since the control over the time of sending the data to the server is given to
the developer. Besides that, our software measurement system considers various third-party systems (like
SonarQube, Jira, Trello, and GitHub) to collect metrics.
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3.1. High-Level Architecture of the System

The framework that we propose in this paper is a software development process tracking system that
measures and analyzes the active and passive processes within a software development project using the
employees’ computer systems where we install the executable code of client-side data collectors for any
chosen OS (Mac, Windows, or Linux).

With the help of these data collectors, both software and hardware energy consumption measurements
are collected client-side. Then, the collected data are transferred to the server where further analysis of the
collected data are proceeded by different algorithms.

Considering the non-functional requirements and quality attributes like modifiability, maintainability,
adaptability, and security, the framework architecture decisions [15] were taken to use micro-services.
The advantages of micro-services can be characterized as the ease of maintainability, scalability, and
cross-functional team maintenance. In order to provide a prototype that will help us to start the data
collection process and validate our data model, a system with a monolithic API has been developed that
contains all the required functionalities such as handling the requests of the data collection components
and providing the information needed in the dashboard [16] to be used for data analysis.

The framework consists mainly of the components described below (see Figure 2):

• User devices-data collecting frameworks (Windows, macOS [17], Linux) that represent the user
devices which are tracked and focus on the data collection, storage, and transmission;

• Managers—represents the user with a manager role of each of the projects, they will have access to a
dashboard that will make available to them information of the data collected from their work team;

• InnoMetrics Server—includes an analytic module of obtained data referring to quantitative and
qualitative analysis. For an initial deployment of the solution, there is a server that hosts all the
services that compose it. With the purpose to provide an agile way to deploy and scale the system,
Docker container is used as a virtualization engine, having OpenJDK as the main JVM of the services
and PostgreSQL as RDBMS;

• Dashboard—the component of the control module, in which the users responsible for a specific project
have the ability to visualize graphs and information about the measurements collected towards their
work team [18];

• InnoMetrics API—is an API developed in Java under the Spring Boot framework [19], which provides
the interfaces used by both the data collection components to store it within the central repository,
and the Dashboard as a data source, which contains the resources needed for the data analysis;

• InnoMetrics DB—is a PostgreSQL instance on which the data collected by the different monitoring
components are stored. In this initial stage, it is being used as a source of information for the
generation of graphics and reports in the Dashboard, but as it going to be explained later, this
responsibility will be delegated to a second repository.

Figure 2. Physical view of the system.
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3.2. Data Collection

The data collection is separated into two different processes: one for tracking activities that the user is
performing in the system (applications in focus); another instance performs a sampling of the processes
(both system and user ones) that are being executed on the device. Thus, we are able to analyze the
resources utilization based on these perspectives.

Given that one of our objectives is to collect the data measurement without generating a significant
impact on the performance of the device, we have decided not to perform the measurements process in
real time; this would not just impact the performance of the device, but also generate an overload in our
database due to the high amount of data generated.

Then, the data consolidation process and the data processing start when the collector components are
synchronized in a timely manner with one of the InnoMetrics Server instances. Once this step was done,
an inner process starts to run, in which we transform and analyze the data collected to make it ready to be
presented either in a dashboard or even in raw format.

3.2.1. Technical Architecture of Data Collector

The high-level perspective on the implementation of the API used by the data collector components is
given in Figure 3. The API is developed under the Spring Boot framework, using Spring Boot Security for
user validation processes and authorization, and Spring Boot Data as a persistence engine. Additionally,
there is the support of third-party libraries that will be described later.

If we look to the architecture [12] of the data collector, in the controller package, there are REST
services divided into three classes:

• AdminAPI exposes those methods that are related to the administration of users, roles, and system
configurations;

• AuthAPI provides the mechanisms for user authentication and token generation;
• Data Collector API, the controller in charge of exposing the methods that are used by the different

collection modules for the transmission of data to the central repository.

The Service Layer contains the business logic needed in each of the processes exposed by the
controllers and also provides an abstraction layer between the controllers that make use of data transfer
objects (DTO) and the persistence layer that naturally maps the entities contained in the database.

The Repository Layer contains the persistence interfaces of the entities modeled within the entity
package, using the functionalities provided by the implementation of JPA in the Spring Boot framework
through the JPA Repository interface.

In the Entity package, we have the models of the entities that are involved in the data collection
process, which are an abstraction of the database entities.

The DTO Layer models the objects used in the request and response processes of each method exposed
in the controller layer, this layer allows us to decouple the data collection components and the model that
is being persisted in the database.

Within the Config Layer are those classes that provide the configuration mechanisms for the libraries
used, such as, Spring Boot security configuration to integrate it with the JsonWebToken (JWT) library,
which is in charge of the generation of authentication tokens. In addition, the configuration spring
fox-swagger libraries was used for the generation of the API documentation.

Finally, the Exception Layer allows us to make an extension of the RuntimeException class to provide
a unified exceptions handling mechanism.
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Figure 3. Technical architecture of data collector API.

3.3. Main Operations

Going deeper into the implementation of the system, we can highlight the data collection operations,
sending activity reports, reporting processes, and user authentication as the basis for the operation of the
set of tools that make up the InnoMetrics framework. These operations will be described in more detail
below.

3.3.1. Collecting User Activity Data

Figure 4 shows the steps followed by the data collection components to obtain the information of
the activities executed by the user. Initially, the component is triggered from a hook to track the system
events, specifically when the user switches from one window to any other, based on this fact, we can
easily determine how long the previous application has been used, and additionally the data necessary
to identify the specific action performed. In addition, there is a second process in charge of tracking the
interactions between the user and the input devices such as the keyboard and mouse, which help us to
determine the real presence of the user; therefore, if, over time, we did not detect any type of interaction
between the user and the device, the activity that has the main focus of execution will become an activity
in an idle state.
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Figure 4. Collecting user activity data sequence diagram.

3.3.2. Collecting Device Processes Data

The data we are collecting can be divided into a two metrics cluster: Process metrics and energy
metrics (Figure 5). When the data collected through the user devices are sent to the server, the data in the
central repository would have the following process metrics:

• Activity name (application name/Process name);
• Activity status (on focus/idle);
• Process description;
• User information (username, email, IP address);
• Timestamp of the opening of the app/process;
• Timestamp of the quitting the app/process;
• Duration of the process open;
• Tab name (browser);
• Tab URL (browser);
• Category of the process.

Using the findings from the research, we conducted [20], it was clear that energy consumption of the
applications depend on variety system resources like processor, device uses, memory architecture, display
settings, and active sensors. In addition, it also depends on conditions like the signal strength used for
data transfer, user settings like screen brightness levels, and many more user and system settings. In the
end, we decided to use some of the most impacting and meaningful metrics for calculating process energy
consumption with following energy metrics:

• Battery percentage;
• Battery status;
• RAM;
• VRAM;
• CPU utilization.

The data collection includes the information about the processes executed on the user’s device and
the resources they use. The collection process follows the sequence presented in Figure 5, where the
information is gathered periodically. The measurements cannot be taken in real time because it is not
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a viable strategy, due to the fact that the consumption of resources can affect the measurements quality
continuously. After getting the list of processes that are being executed in the device, the process obtains
the information about the resources used and estimate its energy consumption.

Figure 5. Collecting processes’ device data sequence diagram.

4. Methods and Experiments

After developing a functional prototype with the most relevant features, we have managed to perform
an early testing phase with the help of the project team. This phase has involved around 18 members, who,
after being authenticated in the system, automatically and continuously ran the data collector components.
We have tracked every N minute the processes that have been executed in each device. During this phase,
we have focused on obtaining metrics.

As a result of this experimentation phase, we would like to state the appropriate time interval to
perform the measurements process, which must give us the certainty that we have a good degree of
reliability and, at the same time, we are not overcharging the device and in turn adding noise to the
measurement process.

Based on the testing phase implemented into our project team members, we consider that we have an
initial consistent data set, in which we can conduct an early phase of analysis, with which we can construct
an initial data model to estimate the energy used, evaluate possible areas of improvement, and implement
the necessary changes.

As a sample of the data obtained, in Table 1, we provide a snapshot of which the format of the
collected data are seen; in the next stage, the data will be sorted according to the category to a given
process belongs. The details of the application categorization process are being described in the next
section.

4.1. Data Categorization

After the data collection process, we classify the processes into various categories as follows. The
categories are derived from the research from the related fields and systems. Starting from about 20
categories, we selected the most meaningful categories for our framework. The selected categories consist
of the following types:

• Communication—chats, messengers, social networks, communication systems like Skype, IMO, etc.;
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Table 1. Processes and their resource consumption.

Executable Name Label ActivityID Value CreationDate

Telegram.exe RAM 823 248,279,040 2020-01-29
Telegram.exe vRAM 823 535,134,208 2020-01-29
Telegram.exe CPU 823 1,740,637 2020-01-29
Telegram.exe BatteryStatus 823 2 2020-01-29

WINWORD.EXE EstimatedChargeRemaining 823 −1 2020-01-29
WINWORD.EXE EstimatedChargeRemaining 824 −1 2020-01-29
WINWORD.EXE vRAM 824 2,204,352,958,464 2020-01-29
WINWORD.EXE BatteryStatus 824 2 2020-01-29
WINWORD.EXE CPU 824 0 2020-01-29

ApplicationFrameHost.exe RAM 824 234,778,624 2020-01-29
ApplicationFrameHost.exe EstimatedChargeRemaining 825 −1 2020-01-29
ApplicationFrameHost.exe BatteryStatus 825 2 2020-01-29
ApplicationFrameHost.exe RAM 825 20,779,008 2020-01-29
ApplicationFrameHost.exe CPU 825 0 2020-01-29
ApplicationFrameHost.exe vRAM 825 2,203,553,488,896 2020-01-29

• Productivity—Microsoft Office applications, Google docs, Google slides, OS utilities;
• Education—all types of knowledge gaining applications like Readers, educational websites;
• Development—IDE’s and Development tools, Text editors (Notepad++, Sublime, etc.);
• Entertainment—games, music players, video players, and entertaining websites;
• Design and Creativity—Photo editors, constructional and design applications (CAD applications,

3DsMAX, Corel applications, etc.);
• Management—Project Management Instruments, calendars, Tracking tools, etc.

The applications and the processes that are not included in the above-mentioned categories are sorted
as uncategorized. Such Uncategorized category is used as a storage for the applications that have not
yet been sorted automatically by our system. Nonetheless, it is supposed to have few applications and
processes in this category day by day unless the automatic categorization feature is in a working condition.
We evaluate our approach with machine learning algorithms for categorization from the open-source
repository SourceForge [21] containing currently 685,792 open source projects. Previously, McMillan et
al. [22] used the SourceForge repository to test on 3286 projects for automatic categorization with three
different machine learning algorithms.

As a result of the data, we collected from SourceForge, we got more than 350,000 names of applications
that are widely used by open source developers. For our framework, the easiest way to find a process
name that corresponds to the process name was to use regular expressions. As far as creating regular
expressions for a lot of types of application names, finding the best candidate application name for a given
process will take a lot of time.

We decided to use the query likelihood language model [23]. This approach suggests to construct
from every document d in the collection of documents a language model Md. The goal of this method is to
rank documents by P(d|q)—the likelihood that the document d is relevant to the query q. We will have the
following result, according to Bayes rule:

P(d|q) = P(q|d)P(d)
P(q)

, (1)

P(d) can be treated as uniform across all d, and P(q) is the same for all documents. Thus, these terms can
be ignored, and we simply need to rank the documents by P(q|d).
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In our case, we consider the application names as documents d and windows titles of processes
as queries q. All window titles were prepossessed before using this method: we removed stop words
(“the”, “not”, etc.) and all non-alphabet symbols from them. In addition, we made both application names
and window titles lowercase. To rank all documents, we used the following estimation of conditional
probability:

P(q|Md) = ∏
t∈q

t ft,d

Ld
, (2)

where Md is the language model of an application name d d, t ft,d is a term frequency of term t in an
application name d, and Ld is the number of words in an application name d.

The problem of this approach is that, if a term t misses in an application name d, then P(t|Md) = 0. It
means that the application name will give us a non-zero probability only if all terms of a window title
appear in this document. To overcome this problem, we used additive smoothing: we add a very small
number to the observed values. The term can not appear in an application name and its probability will be
close to zero, but not exactly zero.

In addition, we considered the situation where all application names do not contain a term from
a window title. In this case, we try to find the closest one by Levenshtein distance [24] (the minimum
number of one character edits—insertions, deletions, or substitutions, required to change one word into
another) application name to our process name.

4.2. Energy Consumption Calculation Theory

To get significant numbers from this collected data, we decided to use data-driven development [25]
techniques to calculate CPU usage, RAM usage, time spent for all categories, and energy consumption
metrics manually with data management algorithms. Under the assumption that all team members’
workstations (personal computers, PC in short) have the same specifications, on the basis of the fact
that the involved PCs are of the same generation and model, further data details derived for our project
team are explained in this section. First, let us see the tight relation of metrics we collected and energy
consumption data of PCs.

In general, there are several solutions for measuring the resulting power consumption. For the last
few years, many kinds of methods were proposed for measurement, such as hardware based methods,
software based methods, CPU usage minimization methods and so on.

The framework we are proposing exploits software based methods for power consumption
measurement in PCs. For now, we are referring to the resource consumption and time frequency of
the processes the user is working on. We use the Time-out approach, which is supported by some popular
operating systems like Windows, Linux, and Mac OS. We track the processes on a timely manner according
to the early stages of this approach. According to the approach, we set the time-out value for the idle
state transition and, when the process reaches the time we set, the system switches automatically to a low
power mode.

Hirao et al. proved that one of the most energy-consuming devices is the CPU [26]. Nowadays, many
algorithms are designed around the CPU utilization. Lien et al. defined the correlation between CPU
utilization U and power consumption P [27]. In addition, P shows only a little variation in idle state, and
on average its value maintains constant. Further details of our energy consumption calculations are given
in the next section. We track both idle and focus time on the process, so that we excluded idle time on the
process to get pure CPU working time period. Once we get the idle time on the process during sampling
time, based on the results of idle time, we get CPU utilization (U = %) of the process.

Processor Power (Watts) during the sampling time similarly remain almost constant. We took base
power as D for idle time average power consumption. In addition, M is full load power to represent the
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power consumption. It was found that P relates to U nonlinearly and, as it was suggested in the paper, we
used exponential power model to estimate the power consumption P

P = D + (M− D)αUβ (3)

where α and β of the power model were determined by applying corresponding P’s and U’s to regression
analysis.

Figure 6 represents the relationship between CPU Utilization (%) and Processor Power (Wt) for the
PCs (or laptops) used by our developers.

Figure 6. Representation of the relationship between energy consumption energy consumption (EC) and
CPU usage.

We interpolate these data as function

y = 0.0185307x + 1.12008974,

where x is the CPU usage in percentage, and y is the EC (energy consumption) measurement in Wt.

5. Results and Discussion

Overall data collection details for the testing period can be summarized as 18 users with different
types of OS devices, more than 125K activities (applications used by the users) were collected, where the
data consist of more than 165K processes (resource usage of activities).

5.1. Results of Power Calculation

We used this function in order to obtain the estimated values for EC for all values of the CPU that we
had from our data collector. In addition, we got the following results for the CPU usage (see Figure 7a,b ).

From the two pie charts shown in Figure 7, one may see that the most time is spent in this particular
category and, consequently, the category which takes the most CPU usage is communication processes.
One of the reasons that explains this result is that, when team members are geographically distributed, the
consequent necessity of online communication is inescapable. In addition, we need to take into account that
the development process itself cannot be measured just by usage of the development environments and text
editors because the development process includes the preparation and learning processes. Subsequently,
the education and utilities take moderate amount of resources and power. Memory impact on EC
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measurement and time spent for each category in the framework in particular are seen from Figure 8
below.

(a) (b)
Figure 7. Results of data analysis. (a) CPU usage in percentage for all categories; (b) CPU usage in Wt for
each category.

Figure 8. Representation of the energy consumption of particular categories.

For now, we have results derived with the help of CPU utilization and time spent on the particular
processes. In further development, the implementation of CPU, GPU, and RAM metrics calculation at a
hardware level will be considered as well-in particular, by implementing Intel RAPL, NVAPI, and AMD
CodeXL.

Basically, for minimizing the Energy Consumption parameters, one can proceed in different ways:

• Minimizing CPU usage. Some researchers propose systematic approaches to keep track of resource
consumption, including CPU time. The CPU time utilization is updated at a given time interval. In
addition, there are machine learning algorithms to predict CPU idle states and activity patterns. They
concentrate on CPU power management and on CPU sharing for power consumption minimization
[28–30].

• Power management of the PC. Keeping in mind the issue with running idle PCs, there are several
options of human inactivity for addressing power management. If we consider in particular the
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Microsoft Windows OS, there are some options of entering automatically the sleep mode, standby
mode, monitor turn off, and hibernate switching modes. All of these settings depend on the system
default or the user preferences. In addition, there is a power plan of hardware and system settings
(like display brightness, sleep, etc.) that manage how the computer uses power. The fact that the
systems suggests choosing shorter times for screen and sleep settings shows effective minimization of
power consumption.

However, these power management schemes are PCs’ and peripheral oriented and they are unable to
predict the users inactivity. According to Gupta [31], we are not able to minimize power consumption
of PCs without predicting the inactivity period of the user.

• Usage of algorithmic approaches. Many researchers are working with different algorithms to minimize
the power consumption with the help of computer systems (CPU, HDD). There are algorithms like
the Back-off algorithm [32] to switch on/off the device to save the power, the PowerNap algorithm
[33] to enable the entire system to transition rapidly low power state, and the Power-scheduling
algorithm [34–36] that can reduce the power consumption of portable embedded devices, schedules,
and set the deadline of the tasks to indicated by user value.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have described a new framework for analyzing energy consumption in the software
development processes. We set out how energy consumption can be determined in the scope of software
engineering activities. We started by stating the importance of energy efficiency in the IT-sphere, following
the related works done in the field of information and communications technologies. We positioned
our framework and its detailed architecture components. In order to test the implemented framework,
we adopted it within our agile team while it was engaged in some research projects including software
development.

Considering the deployed features and functions, we described sequence diagrams and entity
relations that the user and the system can proceed. As an initial validation of the framework, we derive
energy-related attributes of different applications that are used during the development process. Using
the open-source databases, we collected more than 3500 application lists, distributing them into eight
meaningful categories relevant for our system. Based on the results derived from the categorization, we
implemented an automatic categorization of the applications using Machine Learning algorithms.

We intend to study the problem of energy consumption in different software process models, like, for
instance, in waterfall and in iterative models.
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